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Abstract—Noise-induced synchronization is a phe-
nomenon that the nonlinear oscillators synchronize by
adding common noise to each of them. In our previous
researches, we have already confirmed that synchroniza-
tion of the oscillators also occurs even by adding natural
environmental fluctuations obtained in close, which have
high cross-correlation. In this paper, we investigate para-
metric dependence of noise input method by changing am-
plitude and interval of noise input. By our numerical exper-
iments using real data and white Gaussian noise, it is con-
firmed that strong noise is effective for fast success of syn-
chronization and weak noise is effective for long retention
of synchronization. Futhermore, our experimental results
show that there are optimal parameter settings to improve
the performance of synchronization, even when using the
natural environmental fluctuation.

1. Introduction

Noise-induced phase synchronization [1, 2] is a phe-
nomenon that uncoupled nonlinear oscillators synchronize
with each other only by adding common identical noise to
each of them. Based on the noise-induced synchroniza-
tion phenomenon, we propose a natural synchronization
scheme for uncoupled wireless devices. We use natural en-
vironmental fluctuations, such as the humidity of the air,
the temperature, environmental sounds and so on. Those
natural environmental fluctuations obtained at the neigh-
boring devices have high similarity. By adding such sim-
ilar fluctuations to the devices, our proposed scheme real-
izes natural synchronization of those devices, without any
interactions or exchanges of the signals.

One of application examples of this synchronization
method is time synchronization of sensor nodes on wire-
less sensor networks. For wireless sensor networks, syn-
chronization among the sensor nodes is important to reduce
power consumption. Since it is hard task to exchange bat-
teries of a large number of battery-powered wireless sen-
sor nodes, it is important to develop low power consump-
tion protocol. One of the approaches is intermittent data
transmission with extending sleep time by synchronized
sensor nodes. Simplest synchronization schemes are to ex-
change clock timing information between the sensor nodes,
or to receive GPS time signals, and so on. However, those

schemes have overheads in power consumption or in the
necessary equipments. In our proposed method, it is pos-
sible to reduce the overhead because time synchronization
can be achieved by using only data of natural environment
that is obtained by each sensor. We have already clarified
by experiments using real data, such as the temperature,
humidity of the air that synchronization can be achieved by
the proposed method [3]. However, in that case, it is found
that it takes long time to achieve the synchronization. Con-
sidering the application, it should be as fast as possible to
achieve synchronization, and maintaining long-term syn-
chronization. Therefore, for the purpose of taking advan-
tage of the faster fluctuations, we have confirmed that syn-
chronization is possible even if using environmental sound
[4].

In this paper, we will investigate the parameter depen-
dence of the performance of this synchronization method
in the noise input. We change the amplitude and interval
of noise input as the parameter, and investigate the syn-
chronization performance, using white Gaussian noise and
actual measurement data of humidity and environmental
sound as the input noises. We investigate synchronization
performance by evaluating the success rate in within a cer-
tain period of time and the retention rate after achieving
synchronization. As a result, we will clarify that there are
the optimal parameters for fast and long-term synchroniza-
tion.

2. Noise-Induced Phase Synchronization Theory

This section shows the theory of the noise-induced syn-
chronization phenomenon, which is the base of our pro-
posed natural synchronization scheme. At first, an ordi-
nary differential equation of the dynamics of the oscillator
is defined by the following equation,

Ẋ(t) = F(X). (1)

The dynamics of its phase can be defined as follows using
the angular frequencyω,

θ̇(t) = ω. (2)

Here, we consider synchronization of two limit cycle oscil-
lators, which have common noise input to both. The dy-
namics of limit cycle oscillators with the Gaussian white
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noiseξ(t), as the common noise, are expressed as follows,

Ẋ1(t) = F(X1) + ξ(t), (3)

Ẋ2(t) = F(X2) + ξ(t). (4)

The phase dynamics of these oscillators with the common
noise can be expressed as follows,

θ̇1(t) = ω + Z(θ1)ξ(t) (5)

θ̇2(t) = ω + Z(θ2)ξ(t), (6)

whereZ(θ) = gradXθ(X)|X=X0(θ), which is called the phase
sensitivity function. Here, we define the difference of the
phases of these two oscillators asϕ = θ1 − θ2.

Analyzing the linear growth rate (Lyapunov exponent
average) of the phase difference,Λ, is calculated as fol-
lows,

Λ =

⟨
d
dt

ln|ϕ(t)|
⟩
= ϵ2
⟨
Z′′(θ(t))Z(θ(t))

⟩
�
ϵ2

2π

∫ 2π

0
Z′′(θ)Z(θ)dθ (7)

= − ϵ
2

2π

∫ 2π

0
Z′(θ)2dθ ≤ 0.

Since the linear growth rate of the phase difference dynam-
ics is smaller than 0 for the limit cycle, the phase difference
always decreases. Thus, two limit cycle oscillators can be
synchronized by adding a common noise for both.

3. Time Synchronization Method Using Natural Envi-
ronmental Fluctuations as the Additive Sequences of
Noise-Induced Synchronization

In our proposed scheme, we apply natural fluctuations
to the nonlinear oscillators as the common noise of noise-
induced synchronization phenomenon. As the natural en-
vironmental fluctuations, we use temperature or humidity
of the air, environmental sounds and so on. Even if the in-
put noises are not completely common, noise-induced syn-
chronization can be achieved if the noises have high cross-
correlation within them. It is shown that the fluctuation
among the neighborhood in the natural environment satis-
fies such conditions [3].
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Figure 1: Time series of humidity data and its normalized
data.

In our experiments, we measure the real natural environ-
mental fluctuations, such as humidity and environmental
sound. For obtaining of humidity data, we use 8 sensor
nodes of the wireless sensor network nodes, MICAz [5].
The sensor nodes located in very small area at outside cor-
ridor of Kudan Building of Tokyo University of Science
and the distances between the nodes are is around 10 to
30m. For obtaining of environmental sound, we use a voice
recorder. The recorder located at a park in Katsushika,
Tokyo and the distance is within 2m. Fig. 1(a) and 2(a)
show one of examples of obtained data.

From Figs. 1(a) and 2(a), we found that the mean, stan-
dard deviation, and fluctuation period is different depend-
ing on the data type. In the theoretical proof of Noise-
induced Synchronization, the input noise is assumed that
they have constant average and arbitrary period. Therefore,
it is necessary to normalize the amplitude of noise and ad-
just the sampling frequency when using the environmental
data. And also this normalization must be one of online
processing technique when considering of implementation.
In this paper, for humidity, we use the time-averaged value
and the moving average value. We calculate the average
of environmental data acquired in the given time interval
to calculate the time-averaged value. It also calculates the
moving average value, it is used as a new data value the
difference between the moving average value and the time
average value. For environmental sound, we use difference
of zero crossing method that counts the number of times
that the value of data is changed from positive to negative
to calculate the new time series.
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Figure 2: Time series of environmental sound and its nor-
malized data.

As an example, we use processing of moving average
and time average for the humidity data in Fig. 1(a), and
zero-crossing method for environmental sound in Fig. 2(a).
Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) show the result of the normalization and
adjustment of the sampling frequency.

Fig. 3 shows time series of the phase difference between
the oscillators when using normalized humidity data as in-
put of environmental data. From Fig. 3, it can be seen
that the phase difference between the oscillators is reduced
even in the case of using the environmental data, and syn-
chronization can be achieved within the oscillators. There-
fore, it indicates that Noise-induced Synchronization of us-
ing the environmental data is possible.

In our proposed synchronization system, each device
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Figure 3: Time series of phase difference of oscillators
adding normalized humidity data.

calculates the nonlinear oscillators in themselves. Each de-
vice input the environmental data that are obtained by their
own sensors to oscillator as a common noise. If the devices
place in close area and environmental data obtained by
them have high correlation, the oscillators equipped on de-
vices will achieve phase synchronization by noise-induced
synchronization. Thus, each device for adjusting the inter-
nal clock by the phase of the nonlinear oscillators is able
to achieve time synchronization. By using this technique,
autonomous time synchronization between devices is pos-
sible without any signal exchange. Here, in this paper, we
set the time of the period of the oscillator to be 150 min-
utes per cycle in the case of using humidity, and 36 seconds
per cycle in the case of using environmental sound. At the
time of implementation, it is assumed to be appropriately
changed oscillator period depending on the frequency of
the environmental fluctuation and accuracy required in the
system to apply.

4. Effectiveness of Parameters to the Performance of
Synchronization, and Optimal Parameter for Fast
and Long-Term Synchronization

When adding the fluctuation of the natural environment,
it is assumed that the parameter of amplitude and interval
of input is set arbitrarily, but the value of parameter have af-
fect on the synchronization performance. In addition, it is
necessary to adjust the parameter settings depending on the
type of environmental fluctuations. We investigate parame-
ter dependence of synchronization performance to confirm
the parameter values that is intended to set that can im-
prove the synchronization performance depending on the
usage situation.

At first, we investigate relationship of synchronization
performance with input interval and amplitude, when using
white Gaussian noise. We use FitzHugh-Nagumo oscilla-
tors as the oscillators, and calculate the state of the oscilla-
tors in a discrete manner by the four following Runge-Kutta
method. Each environmental data is normalized, and set
the standard deviation same as the oscillator. Synchronous
state is defined that keeping synchronization in accuracy
of 0.5% with respect to time of the period of the oscilla-
tor. Synchronization performance is assessed by the suc-
cess rate and retention rate of synchronization. Synchro-
nization success rate is defined as the percentage that can
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Figure 4: Relationship of success rate of synchronization
with input interval and amplitude, when using white Gaus-
sian noise.
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Figure 5: Relationship of retention rate of synchronization
with input interval and amplitude, when using white Gaus-
sian noise.

achieve synchronization at least once in a period of half of
the data acquisition time. Retention rate is defined as the
percentage of time that can keep state of synchronization
after achieving synchronization. We define the time as the
number of calculations of the Runge-Kutta method, when
using white Gaussian noise.

Figs. 4 and 5 represent the relationship between the pa-
rameter setting with success rate and retention rate of syn-
chronization. From the figs. 4 and 5, we can see that the
success rate is high when the amplitude is high, and reten-
tion rate is high when the amplitude is weak. Therefore,
it is confirmed that there are the optimal parameter set in
order to obtain the appropriate achievement rate, mainte-
nance rate.

Secondly, we examine the relationship between the syn-
chronization performance and parameter setting in the case
of using the natural environmental fluctuations of sound
and humidity. We evaluate the synchronization perfor-
mance as in the case of using the white Gaussian noise.
We use humidity data of 30 days which obtained by wire-
less sensor networks that have been installed in 6 outdoor
point of Kundan building of Tokyo University of Science
as input to oscillator. And, we use environmental sound of
3 hours which obtained by voice recorder that have been
installed in 8 outdoor point of a park in Katsushika, Tokyo.

Figs. 6-9 shows the success rate and retention rate when
the interval and amplitude changes respectively about hu-
midity and environmental sound. The amplitude of noise
input is varied from 0.002 times to 0.1 times the standard
deviation ratio. Further, the intervals of input is varied 133
seconds to 400 seconds in the case of humidity, and is var-
ied from 0.5 seconds to 1.5 seconds in the case of envi-
ronmental sound. We can see that the success rate is high
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Figure 6: Relationship of success rate of synchronization
with input interval and amplitude, when using humidity
data.
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Figure 7: Relationship of retention rate of synchronization
with input interval and amplitude, when using humidity
data.

when the amplitude is high, and retention rate is high when
the amplitude is weak, like as in the case of white Gaussian
noise. From figs. 6 and 7, achievement ratio and reten-
tion rate is higher values in the case of that the amplitude
set to 0.1 and the interval set to 266 seconds. It was found
that higher synchronization performance can be obtained
when set the value of parameter like this settings. Identi-
cally, from fig 8 and 9, synchronization performance can be
improved when the value of amplitude set to 0.1 and the in-
terval set to 1.3 seconds, in the case of using environmental
sound. From the above, it is shown that there is possibility
that the parameters depend on the synchronization perfor-
mance, even if using environmental fluctuation. Moreover,
the results show that optimal parameter exists to achieve
higher synchronization performance in this case.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the noise input parame-
ter dependence of synchronization performance in Noise-
induced Synchronization using real-world fluctuations. We
examined the dependence of synchronization performance
on amplitude and interval of the noise input. Our results
show that there are optimal settings on parameters of ampli-
tude and interval of input, and it is confirmed that synchro-
nization performance depends on parameters in the noise-
induced synchronization using the natural environmental
fluctuation. In addition, we confirmed that strong noise
is effective for fast success of synchronization, and weak
noise is effective for long-term retention of synchroniza-
tion.

As our future work, in order to realize the synchroniza-
tion with higher accuracy, we will consider about other nat-
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Figure 8: Relationship of success rate of synchronization
with input interval and amplitude, when using environmen-
tal sound.
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Figure 9: Relationship of retention rate of synchronization
with input interval and amplitude, when using environmen-
tal sound.

ural environmental signals that have high cross-correlation
and higher frequencies. We will clarify the optimal param-
eter adjustment method in each state of the oscillator and
the type of fluctuation. In addition, we aims to establish
a method to enhance the synchronization performance of
noise-induced synchronization using environmental fluctu-
ations.
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